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Definitions 

Conversation – A series of posts within a forum topic. 

Forum – an online discussion site where people can hold conversations in the form of 

posted messages. 

Post – a message published within a forum topic. 

Thread – see “Topic”. 

Topic – a single conversation within a forum. 

Creating a Topic / Asking a Question 

1. After logging in, navigate to the Connections Forum page. 

2. Scroll towards the bottom of the page to find the “Create New Topic” section. 

3. Provide a descriptive topic title.  See “Create a Descriptive Topic Title” for suggestions 

on creating an effective title. 

4. Describe your topic is detail.  See “Give Information” for suggestions. 

5. Format your post using the rich text editor provided in the forum. 

6. Attach appropriate Topic Tags (descriptive words or phrases summarizing your post) to 

your post. If you would like to receive replies to your post through your associated email, 

click the “Notify me of follow-up replies via email” checkbox. 

7. Click Submit. 

8. Your new topic will appear in the Topic List at the top of the page. 

9. If you wish to receive email notifications regarding new Topics and responses posted, 

make sure to click “Subscribe” below the forum title on the Connections Forum Page. 

Posting / Responding 

1. Locate the Topic from the Topic List found on the Connections Forum Page.  

2. Select the Topic you wish to respond to. You will be redirected to that Topic’s page. 

3. Scroll towards the bottom of the page till you find the Reply-To section. Repeat steps six 

and seven from “Creating a Topic/Asking a Question” section. To receive notifications of 

all responses associated with a Topic, select to “Subscribe” to each individual Topic. 

4. Your post will appear at the end of the conversation. To reply to any of the responses to 

the Topic, or to edit or delete your own post, use the available options found in the upper 

right corner of each post or response. 

5. Use the breadcrumbs found below the Topic Title at the top of the screen to navigate 

back to the Connections Forum. 

Reading Forum Posts 

1. Locate a topic in the Topic List on the Connections Forum Page. 

2. Click the title of the Topic to navigate to that Topic’s page. 

3. Scroll down to read the conversation. 

4. Use the breadcrumbs found below the Topic Title at the top of the screen to navigate 

back to the Connections Forum.  

http://www.kamuonline.org/forum/connections/
http://www.kamuonline.org/forum/connections/
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Search First 

Browse the forum or search Google to try and find the answer to your question. The question 

that has already been asked and answered on the forum may not get answered again, so 

search first.  

Be Courteous  

Politeness counts. Simply asking "please" and saying "thank you" are easy things to do, and are 

always appreciated by those taking the time out of their day to help you.  

Create a Descriptive Topic Title  

A Topic Title such as "Help!" or "Newbie question" or "What the ****?" are not descriptions! A 

poor choice of Topic Title can slow responses to your questions. People look for Topic Titles 

matching their area of expertise, and if your Topic Title isn't descriptive enough, they may move 

on to the next question. For example, "Patient Portal Rollout Instructions Needed" will elicit 

assistance from those who have completed the process, while “Instructions Needed” may just 

be ignored. Think about your Topic Title (post title). It's worth an extra moment to be clear and 

concise and will help you get your answer sooner. Framing the correct question will also help 

subsequent visitors to the Forum who are encountering the same problem.  

Give Information  

What version of EHR are you using? What CDS rules have you applied? Have you customized 

something recently? Don't assume that people will "just know" the answer to your problem so 

provide as much detail as you can.  Sometimes topics will go on for a few days just gathering 

the information required for someone to be able to help you.  At a minimum you should let 

people know:  

 The problem you’re facing 

 Steps to recreate the problem  

 Things you've tried and places you've searched for a solution  

 What version of software you're using (If it's relevant)  

Be Patient  

Everyone that answers questions on the Forum is either a participant or KAMU staff member. 

People most likely won’t be checking the forum daily.  Please be patient when waiting for an 

answer.  

Rules for Posting 

 We do not allow bad language in posts.  

 Do not give medical advice. While some of our members are medical professionals, the 

forum is not the place to establish patient relationships. 
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 We ask that posts be respectful. We are a very diverse community and differences are 

bound to occur. They need to be handled civilly.  KAMU reserves the right to delete any 

post deemed to be inappropriate. 

 Please create a new topic when warranted.  If someone is writing about a particular 

problem that makes you think about something that really has nothing to do with the 

original post, please start a new topic. 

One Post - One Question  

If your original question gets answered, don't use the same post to ask a different question. It 

may not get answered, since your post title won't match what you currently need help with.  

Follow-up with Your Solutions  

If you find a solution to the problem, whether elsewhere or through this Forum, please post the 

solution so others can benefit from this collective pool of knowledge. You cared enough to post 

your problem, so, consider it a small way to "give back" to the Forum by posting the final 

solution. There's nothing more disheartening than finding that topic where someone has the 

same problem you're having but seeing the "Never mind, I found the solution, thanks."  

To ensure the best experience for all users, we ask that you observe the following guidelines 

regarding the "fair use" of the CONNECTIONS Forum.  

The forum is not a chat room  

It is very difficult to hold a 'conversation' in a forum setting and the forum are not the appropriate 

place for starting topics unrelated to support issues.  

Spam, Unwanted Links, Advertising, and Inappropriate Items Will Be Deleted  

While the CONNECTIONS Forum is fairly casual, unwanted and inappropriate material will be 

deleted immediately.  

Posts Must Be Related to Health Center Operations   

Topics and their discussions must be related to health centers and providing support for 

CONNECTIONS participants. All other topics are subject to closing or deletion.  

 


